Acetone cation chemistry under varying electron density conditions: from unimolecular decomposition to dissociative recombination processes.
The chemistry of ionized acetone:Ar mixtures under varied ionizing electron density conditions has been studied using matrix-isolation techniques. Gaseous acetone diluted in excess argon gas was subjected to electron bombardment with 300 eV electrons at currents between 20 and 200 μA. Linear wire 'pin' and metal 'plate' electron collector geometries were employed, allowing a wide range of electron density conditions to be explored. The products of subsequent reaction processes were matrix isolated and analyzed by Fourier transform infrared absorption spectroscopy. Products included methane, ketene, 1-propen-2-ol (the enol isomer of acetone), CO, HCO, ethane, ethane, acetylene and CCCO. Product absolute and relative yields varied with acetone number density, the choice of anode geometry and the rate of electron bombardment. The overall chemistry observed is rationalized in terms of mechanistic steps involving unimolecular cation decomposition, ion-molecule reactions, radical-radical reactions and dissociative recombination processes.